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PHASE 1 FIRE PROTECTION NOTES:
1. PROVIDE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM TO OPERATE DURING CONSTRUCTION. FIRE ALARM WORK TO BE COORDINATED WITH BUILDING OPERATION AND OCCUPIED DURING PHASE 1 TO LIMIT DISRUPTION TO PHASE 1 OCCUPANTS.
2. FIRE PUMP INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION TO SITE SYSTEM TO BE COMPLETE AT THE END OF PHASE 1A.
3. NEW STORM AND SANITARY PIPING TO BE COORDINATED WITH BUILDING OPERATION AND OCCUPIED AFTER THE COMPLETION OF PHASE 0 - 1, AND AFTER NEW PERMANENT FEED AND NETWORK EQUIPMENT.
4. NEW HW SERVICE ACTIVE TO AH-1 WITH TEMP. HWR TO PLANT.
5. SPRINKLER SYSTEM TO BE OPERATIONAL IN PHASED AREAS PRIOR TO SCHEDULED OCCUPANCY.

PHASE 2, AND PHASE 3 OF CONSTRUCTION.

PHASE 2 PLUMBING NOTES:
1. DOMESTIC WATER SYSTEM TO REMAIN IN OPERATION TO SERVE ALL OCCUPIED AREAS DURING PHASE 1.
2. ALL SANITARY AND STORM LINES CONNECTED TO OPERATING FIXTURES OR DRAINS TO REMAIN IN SERVICE.
3. NEW STORM AND SANITARY PIPING TO BE COORDINATED WITH BUILDING OPERATION AND OCCUPIED AFTER THE COMPLETION OF PHASE 0 - 1, AND AFTER NEW PERMANENT FEED AND NETWORK EQUIPMENT.

PHASE 3.

PHASE 3.

PHASE 0 ELECTRICAL NOTES:
1. PROVIDE NEW BREAKERS AS REQUIRED. PROVIDE DISCONNECT SWITCHES AND CIRCUITS SIZED FOR EQUIPMENT.
2. ADDITIONAL BREAKERS TO BE INSTALLED AS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT KITCHEN, SERVERY, AND DINING AREAS.
3. PROVIDE PLUG CONNECTORS TO OWS.
4. PROVIDE BREAKERS TO SUPPORT PARTITION WALLS INDICATED ON PLAN.
5. CUTOVER WITH OWNER.

PHASE 1 ELECTRICAL NOTES:
1. PROVIDE WALL OUTLETS IN OFFICES AND MEETING AREAS.
2. PROVIDE WALL OUTLETS IN ATRIUMS.
3. PROVIDE WALL OUTLETS IN HALLWAYS.
4. PROVIDE WALL OUTLETS IN MECHANICAL ROOMS.
5. PROVIDE WALL OUTLETS IN STORAGE AREAS.

PHASE 1.

PHASE 1.

PHASE 1 ELECTRICAL GENERAL NOTES:
1. GENERAL: PROVIDE ELECTRICAL SERVICE TO EACH PHASED AREA IN SERVICE TO SUPPORT OPERATING AREAS.
2. PROVIDE ADDITIONAL BREAKERS TO BE INSTALLED IN MONITOR ROOM.
3. PROVIDE BREAKERS FOR MECHANICAL ROOM.
4. PROVIDE BREAKERS FOR SERVERY AND DINING AREAS.
5. PROVIDE BREAKERS FOR KITCHEN AREAS.
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Phase 0 Campus Cable Routing Diagram
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